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(given name) Monson is a masculine
given name. Notable people with
the name include: Monson Jeffers
(1907-1977), American college

football player Monson Lee
(1892-1956), American track

athlete Monson F. Lapham
(1841-1928), American

businessman and politician William
J. Monson (1903-1984), American
politician See also Monson Monson
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(surname) Monson
(disambiguation)Q: Use of an

'unnecessary' load resistor? I have
the following schematic: simulate
this circuit – Schematic created

using CircuitLab Now, I'm pretty
sure that I don't need to consider the
load resistor R2, but the datasheet

also states that If the LED is on, the
current through R2 is usually in the
range of 0.1... 0.5 mA. The reverse

voltage across R2 is less than or
equal to 5.0 V. So, in the reverse

bias, I assume that the diode still has
significant current flowing through
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it. I need to take this into account
and investigate what's happening

inside the diode. So, I'm wondering
whether I can safely remove this

resistor, as it is 'unnecessary'. If so,
is there any sort of worst case

scenario that I should consider?
Additionally, what is the worst case
scenario in the forward bias case? I
was thinking that the Vbe can be up

to about 0.4 V and the current
flowing through R3 can be up to
about 100 mA. So, am I right in

assuming that I won't have any issue
with that? EDIT: If you take a look
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at this graph, then on the left, you
have the full voltage across R2 (0 to
10V), on the right, the voltage of R2

divided by 10. I did a quick
simulation in Spice in PSpice, and
R2 is.001uW. A: I don't see that

resistor 3e33713323
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